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Non-verbal Communication in Action:  
Examining 8 Types of Social Cues 
Learn to observe, interpret & use non-verbal signals around the world 

Don’t touch! Don’t stare! Don’t stand so close! 

Non-verbal communication is as important as the words you use. Often, when 
we think about communication abroad, we hone in on language learning. But 
cultures around the world also have unique approaches to non-verbal 
communication. Signals like touch, gesture, eye contact and even fashion can 
communicate as much as — or even more than — the words you speak. Isn’t 
that fascinating?  

Every globally-minded young person should know the key elements of non-
verbal communication. This is necessary in order to appropriately self-assess, 
observe and adapt to cross-cultural environments at home and abroad. Dive 
into the interesting world of non-verbal signals! 
 
 

Gestures 
How your hand & body 
movements express information 

Eye Contact 
How & how long you hold 
someone’s gaze 

Physical Distance 
How much space you  
give to others 

 

Facial Expressions  
How you use your face to 
communicate 

Touch  
How you use or avoid 
physical touch 

Paralanguage 
How your non-speech 
sounds make meaning 

Appearance  
How your fashion, style 
and hygiene communicate 

Posture 
How you sit, 
stand and move 

Non-verbal communication is a language worth learning! 

The 8 Components 
of Non-verbal 

Communication 
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Why Is Non-verbal 
Communication Important?  
Non-verbal communication conveys as 
much meaning as the words you speak.  

These signals, which are sometimes subtle, can indicate status, power, 
subtext and emotion. You’ll need both verbal and non-verbal cross-
cultural communication skills to succeed. Non-verbal communication can 
be challenging to master, which is why having an understanding of its 
components as soon as possible is crucial for any globally minded young 
adult.  

The difference in non-verbal communication is often one of the most surprising 
aspects when first immersing in a new culture. Some elements may be 
surprising, confusing or even shocking. Here are some examples that a North 
American might find unusual:  

• A male volunteer in Africa is waiting to cross a busy street with a local 
male friend. When it’s time to cross, the friend takes the volunteer’s 
hand. In Africa, such a gesture has no romantic or intimate 
connotations, but is simply a gesture of friendship and caring.  

• Americans eating a meal in a small Parisian restaurant might feel 
claustrophobic when their table is pushed up very close to their 
neighbor’s. But in France’s busy capital, the amount of personal space 
expected in public places in lower and locals wouldn’t bat an eyelash. 

• A Canadian in northern Europe greeting shopkeepers and strangers 
with a friendly smile feels ostracized when the gesture isn’t returned. 
But making eye contact and smiling at strangers in Scandinavia can be 
perceived as flirtatious, or even aggressive, depending on the context. 
It’s not that locals are unfriendly; they simply adhere to different rules 
of non-verbal etiquette.  

Below, we take a deeper look at the eight key components of non-verbal 
communication. 

 

 

 

Covid-19 Update 
Since the start of the pandemic, certain non-verbal communication 
trends have been impacted. For example, bodily contact and proximity. 
Even facial expressions have been harder to recognize under PPE 
masks. But just as life returned to normal after the Spanish Flu of 
1918, so too will our world (and its many non-verbal signals) return 
over the coming months and years. 
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1 Gestures 
How your hand & body movements 
express information 

Gestures are how you use your hands and body, during or separate from speaking. Use of 
gestures varies widely from country to country, which is why many travelers try to limit 
gestures while abroad in a new country. Casual or unintentional movements can potentially 
have unintended meaning. For instance, pointing a finger at someone in North America is 
acceptable in many contexts, but in China or Japan this gesture is considered extremely 
rude and could easily damage a professional relationship. In some countries, bowing is 
expected as part of every formal greeting and failing to do so might cause offense. Even 
something as simple as a nod can mean different things in different regions.  

Greetings Around the World 
Exploring the many gestures used to say hello is a fun demonstration of how varied our world can be: 

 

 

Handshake 

Although it’s not used universally, the handshake is the most common 
greeting for professional colleagues around the world. It is most commonly 
found in North America, Northern Europe and some parts of the Middle 
East, Africa and Asia. But there are variations. For instance, in the Middle 
East, handshakes should only ever involve the right hand, since the left 
hand is considered unclean. In China, handshakes are looser gripped than 
in Europe or North America. And in Africa, the local handshakes can be 
quite involved. For example, many African countries do a traditional 
handshake clasp followed by a thumb clasp, with the left hand clasping the 
elbow to show respect (Resource: See this video for an explanation).  

 

Cheek kiss  

Anywhere between one and three kisses is common, depending on which 
country you’re in.  

o One kiss is common in Latin America and the Philippines.  

o Two kisses are common across Europe, Quebec and some Middle 
Eastern countries. Note that inter-gender cheek kissing is almost always 
a no-no in the Middle East. Do your research. 

o Three kisses are normal in Belgium, Slovenia, Macedonia, 
Montenegro, Serbia, the Netherlands, Switzerland, Egypt and Russia (in 
the latter it’s frequently accompanied by a bear hug). You may also use 
three kisses in continental Europe with close friends or people you 
haven’t encountered for some time.  

Air kisses  
Air Kisses are sometimes used in favor of actual cheek kisses. This can be 
seen especially in Latin America and Europe. Follow the lead of those 
you’re with. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W3p2uR8cMdk
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Bow  
There are two common styles of bow across Asian nations. 

o In Cambodia, Thailand, Nepal and India (where it’s called the 
“namaste”), the bow includes the hands in a prayer position in front of 
you, with the height of the hands indicating the level of respect shown.  

o In Japan, hands remain by your side, and the deeper the bow, the 
more respect you are showing. For less formal meetings in Japan, a 
deep nod is considered appropriate. 

o In Korea, a head bow is normal when meeting a new person, or 
greeting a manager or elder. The bow can also be used as a signal of 
thanks, for instance after a meeting or in a restaurant after your meal. 
The deeper the bow, the greater the respect.    

Other Greetings Bump noses 
This is a common greeting for business and political colleagues in Middle Eastern 
nations like Yemen, Oman, Qatar and the UAE. In some situations, the Māori 
people of New Zealand will press their foreheads and noses together when doing a 
traditional “hongi” greeting.   
 
Hand on heart 
This formal Malaysian greeting symbolizes an open heart and connection, 
and it often follows a light hand grip or shake.  
Clapping hands 
In Zimbabwe and Mozambique, there is a tradition of clapping your hands 
when saying hello to an acquaintance.  
Stick out tongue 
In Tibet, this is a gesture that originated with monks, indicating they came 
in peace. 

 

One Hand Gesture, Many Meanings 
Many of us assume that widely used hand gestures have the same meanings the world 
over, but you might be surprised how many of them have vastly different interpretations in 
different countries! Here’s a small selection: 

 

 

Thumbs Up 
The “thumbs up” sign is considered universally positive 
across North America and much of Northern Europe. 
However, this gesture is a perfect example of how a simple 
movement can have a variety of interpretations and uses 
depending on culture. The thumbs up symbol means many 
things:   

o North America: “all good”, “OK”, “cool”; Denmark, 
Finland: “great”, “excellent”; Brazil: “thank you”; 
Egypt, Israel: “perfect”; China: “you’re the best!”  
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 o Australia: When the thumb stays still, this is positive, 
meaning “all good”; however, when it is moved or 
shaken, this can become a lewd gesture. 

o Greece, Russia, Sardinia, West Africa: The thumbs 
up sign is a lewd gesture, with aggressive or offensive 
connotations, similar to the middle finger in North 
America. 

 

 

The Peace / V Sign 

o North America, UK, Europe: With the palm facing 
outwards, this means “peace” or indicates a V for 
victory. Most countries recognize this as a positive 
gesture.  

o China, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand: With 
the palm facing outwards, this is an extremely common 
gesture of peace and friendliness used very often when 
being photographed. 

o United Kingdom, Ireland, Australia, New Zealand, 
South Africa: When the gesture is turned backwards 
(palm facing inwards), it’s a rude gesture. 

 

 

Stop Gesture 
o North America: This gesture most often means “stop”, 

“wait” or more aggressively can mean “talk to the hand” 
or “leave me alone”. When used casually or moved 
from side to side it can also be a greeting or wave hello.  

o Mexico, Panama: A flash of the hand like this can be a 
greeting, but when held steady it is a warning, 
indicating that the person making the gesture is going 
to report bad behavior or similar.  

o Greece, Pakistan: The gesture is an insult, and is 
referred to as a “mountza” or “faskeloma” and 
is considered an insult. When used in this way, fingers 
are often spread wide apart.  

o Malaysia: Can be used to call a waiter, communicate 
with other drivers on the road, or to stop traffic as a 
pedestrian. 
 

 

 

Ear Pull 
o North America: Pulling your ear is used as a private 

code in public amongst friends signaling “we’re in the 
know.” 

o Portuguese: The gesture is used to indicate that a 
meal is particularly tasty.  

o Italy: This gesture has flirtatious connotations.   
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Nose Tap 
o England, US: Means that the information passing 

between you is confidential.   

o China: Locals touch their nose when they’re talking 
about themselves.  

o Italy: The gesture means “Watch out!” 

o France, Belgium: It can either mean that there is a 
clever person, a potential threat or can be an 
indication of shared, secret information between 
people.   

 

 

Hand Talking 

Much like with facial expressions and vocal volume, different 
cultures have various levels of tolerance for being physically 
expressive. Latin cultures such as France, Spain, Italy, South 
Americans, Quebecers and Acadians are especially 
expressive, with hand gestures being used constantly to 
accentuate conversations. The Brits, Germans and Swedes 
are more subdued, but still use a limited amount of hand 
talking. In contrast, you won’t find “hand talkers” in Japan or 
China where society has evolved to be more conservative in 
terms of gesturing.   

 

 

 

Self-assess Your Gestures 
There are many tens of hand gestures that are interpreted differently around the 
world. Because we are so immersed in our own cultural paradigm, it’s not 
uncommon to make a misstep abroad, using a gesture which seems natural to 
us, but which has another meaning abroad. Before traveling, try to pay attention 
to how you gesture at home. Make note of any gestures you use often and 
check their meanings in your destination country. Be alert, but also remember to 
enjoy taking in the many gesture differences you see while traveling. Keep your 
eyes peeled in airports and public places. You’ll be surprised what you see! 
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2 Eye Contact 
How & how long you hold 
someone’s gaze  

In North America, strong eye contact often indicates confidence and an investment in 
the conversation. We might assume that when someone looks away during a 
meeting or conversation, they aren’t paying attention. However, like all non-verbal 
signals, this isn’t universally true. For example, in many African and Asian nations, 
unbroken eye contact can be considered confrontational or even aggressive. In such 
cultures, avoiding eye contact isn’t seen as being rude, but instead deferential, 
indicating a power relationship between the speaker and listener. In other cultures, 
strong eye contact between the genders may be seen as inappropriate outside a 
marriage or family relationship.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Eye Contact by Region of the World 
Although every nation has its own unique approach, some generalizations can be 
made:  

o North America: Sustained eye contact is a positive signal, indicating focus, 
respect and confidence. It is in fact considered an essential part of good 
relations. Avoiding eye contact, especially in business and friendship can be 
perceived as indicated untrustworthiness. In public, with strangers, eye contact is 
generally only momentary. 

o Europe: Generally speaking, eye contact is considered proper, positive and 
polite. Solid eye contact is essential for building trust. Prolonged eye contact with 
a stranger however is considered flirtatious.  

o Asia (mostly East Asia): Most commonly, people make direct or prolonged eye 
contact only when they are upset. It’s an indication of power, anger and 
aggression. In a work environment, for instance, it would never be appropriate for 
a subordinate to make prolonged eye contact with a superior. In Japan, if 
someone averts their gaze they are being polite, rather than avoidant. And in 
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Thailand, although eye contact is welcomed, it shouldn’t be held for too long, as 
this increases the perceived “intensity”. 

o Asia (some East Asia & South Asia): Eye contact is good as long as you avert 
your gaze intermittently to decrease intensity. In South Asian nations, some 
women may feel uncomfortable holding a man’s gaze.  

o Middle East (including North Africa): Eye contact is common in business and 
friendship. When two people of the same gender work together, maintaining eye 
contact is a sign of truthfulness and trustworthiness. However, it is almost never 
appropriate to hold eye contact with the opposite gender. A young person might 
also avoid making eye contact with someone older, out of respect.  

o Africa (South of the Sahel): Use of eye contact varies widely amongst the 
various cultural populations here. If you’re staying in an urban area, eye contact 
is likely expected and welcomed. Heading to more rural parts of the country? You 
might be expected to avoid it.  

o Latin America: Like Africa, eye contact varies depending on your setting. In 
business and social settings, it’s uncommon to hold the gaze for a prolonged 
period (more than five seconds), especially if you’re speaking to a superior. 

 

Eye Contact in the Workplace 

Eye contact  
essential 

Eye contact welcome, 
with restrictions 

Limited / restricted  
eye contact 

Australia, Brazil, Canada, 
France, Germany, Italy, Mexico, 
New Zealand, Spain, UK, USA 

Argentina, Chile, Colombia, Egypt, 
Ghana, India, Jamaica, Kenya,  

Thailand, Turkey, UAE 
Cambodia, China, Hong Kong, Iran, 

Japan, South Korea, Vietnam 

North America, Europe,  
some South America 

Middle East, Africa,  
some Asia & South America 

Some Middle East & South Asia,  
most of East Asia 
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3 Physical Distance 
How much space you 
give to others  

Intruding on someone’s personal space can 
lead to discomfort and awkwardness, so it’s 
important to stay aware of the rules around 
physical distance in your host country. In 
North America, we tend to consider between 
one and two meters (three to six feet) to be 
an appropriate distance between colleagues. 
In general, warmer and more densely 
populated countries tend to be more open to 
close physical distance.   

 

 

 

The 4 Zones of Space:  
It’s important to understand the norms at play in your 
own culture before examining others. Based on the 
Western cultural profile, the following are the four 
zones of personal space:  

A. Intimate distance: This distance is anywhere up 
to 1.5 feet. It’s the territory of direct contact, 
including hugs, kisses, whispers, etc. In North 
America, only your closest friends are allowed in 
this zone.  

B. Personal distance: This is any distance from 1.5 
to three feet. Friends, family and good 
acquaintances often spend most time at this 
distance. In North America, if this space is entered 
by a stranger it can cause discomfort.  

C. Social distance: Between three and six feet. A 
distance often maintained between colleagues, 
new acquaintances, strangers in public.  

D. Public distance: This refers to the distance 
(generally more than six feet) when someone is 
presenting themselves in public (e.g. a public 
lecture, a seminar, etc.). 

Think about your own interactions with family, friends 
and strangers. Do you adhere to these general rules? 
Now that you understand your own culture, how do 
these rules apply (or differ) in another culture?   

Distance in  
Western Culture 

 

 

 

  

D: Public (> 6 ft) 

C. Social (6 ft) 
 

B. Personal (3 ft) 
 

A: Intimate (1.5 ft) 
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Fun Global Facts about Physical Distance: 
o Britain: Here, even acquaintances are reserved with their level of physical contact. 

Unless someone is a particularly close friend or intimate acquaintance, a distance of 
at least a few feet is maintained.  

o Romania: There are starkly different distance standards depending on your 
relationship. Strangers are expected to keep significant distance, but family and 
close friends can come very close. 

o North America: On a crowded subway you’ll still see people struggling to maintain 
some personal space. But compare this with a crowded bus in India or Japan at 
rush hour, where no one seems bothered by extremely close contact with strangers. 

o Latin America: It’s common to greet new acquaintances with close physical contact 
and even a kiss on the cheek. Avoiding this interaction might be seen as a sign of 
disrespect. But try this in the US, and the other person would almost certainly feel 
that their space had been invaded! Meanwhile in Qatar, a common salutation is to 
touch noses when meeting. 

o There are some similarities across cultures: People living in warmer places tend 
to keep less distance than those in colder climates. And the older you are, the 
farther from others you tend to stand. And in general, women prefer more personal 
space from strangers than men in almost all countries studied.   

 

 

 

Physical Distance in the Workplace 

2 to 2.5 feet 2.5 to 3 feet 3 to 3.5 feet + 

Argentina, Peru, Ukraine, Bulgaria, 
Kazakhstan, Serbia, Italy, 

Slovakia, Australia, Poland, USA, 
Greece, Germany, Norway, Spain, 
Russia, Malaysia, Portugal, Brazil 

Czech Republic, Ghana, Nigeria, 
England, Mexico, China, Iran, 

Canada, Indonesia, South Korea, 
Colombia, Hong Kong, India, Kenya, 

Croatia, Romania, Pakistan 

Switzerland, Turkey, Estonia, Uganda, 
Saudi Arabia, Hungary 

 Countries appear in the order they appear on the distance scale (from Argentina to Hungary).  
\ 
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4 Facial Expressions 
How you use your face  
to communicate   

Facial expressions are the most universal of all the non-verbal communication. In the 
1960s, researchers determined the seven universal facial expressions of happiness, 
surprise, contempt, sadness, fear, disgust and anger. As research continues, even more 
commonality is being discovered in how humans recognize and use facial expressions.  

Universal Facial Expressions 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

 

Key Points About Facial Expressions Around the World: 
o Attitudes towards emotion: Although emotions are universal, the level of tolerance 

for emotional display varies greatly from culture to culture. And these attitudes align 
with how expressive a population is.  

o Level of intensity: Latin American, Latin European and North American people tend 
to be more comfortable with strong facial expressions, in comparison with Asians and 
Northern Europeans, who are less visibly expressive. These differences can be 
thought of as culturally specific “display rules” for when and how to express emotion.  

o Emotional meaning: Interestingly, the meaning tied to different emotions can vary 
from country to country. For example, the idea of “happiness” in North America is tied 
to an upbeat positivity, whereas the same term in Asia is more associated with calm 
balance and sense of being “on an even keel”. 

o Points of focus: According to scientific research, different cultures place focus on 
different parts of the face. For example, Eastern nations tend to focus on the eyes as 
the key point of focus when interpreting expression, while Western nations tend to 
focus on the eyebrows and mouth.  
 

Happiness Sadness Surprise Contempt 

Fear Disgust Anger 
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o Different interpretations: Some quick facial expressions have very different 
meanings around the world. Consider winking, for example. In North America, it’s 
often used as a cheeky or slightly mischievous way of indicating shared hidden 
knowledge of some kind. But in Latin America winking is often considered flirtatious. 
And, in Nigeria, Yoruba parents wink at their children as a signal for the kids to leave 
the room. 

o Context matters! If you see a photo of a crying face, you might assume the person 
is sad. But if we see a larger context showing that this person has just won an Oscar 
or an Olympic gold medal, we might recognize tears of joy instead of sadness. In 
short, facial expressions need to be perceived in context to be fully understood. Also 
note that facial expressions can become even more complex when paired with hand 
gestures that emphasize or manipulate their meaning.  

 

 

 

Facial Expressions in the Workplace 

While facial expressions are universal, the level of emotional display varies widely 
from culture to culture. This is not a scale of emotionality or happiness, but rather the 
level to which emotion is displayed through facial expression in public and work 
environments. This list is compiled from the personal travel experiences of a number 
of seasoned travelers. 

More Expressive Somewhat Expressive Less Expressive 

Angola, Bolivia, Brazil, Canada, 
Colombia, Guatemala, Iraq, 

Ireland, Italy, New Zealand, Oman, 
Philippines, Spain, USA, Mexico 

Australia, Belgium, Cote D’Ivoire, 
Germany, Holland, India, Laos, 

Libya, Poland, South Africa, Sudan 

Belarus, Cambodia, China, Finland, 
Inuit (Northern Canada), Japan, Latvia, 

Nepal, Norway, Russia 
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5 Posture 

How you sit, stand 
and move  

Your posture while sitting, standing and walking provides many non-verbal 
cues. In many cases, posture is simple to read. A tall stance with proud 
shoulders frequently indicates power and confidence, while slouching 
indicates low status or disengagement. But even though there are many 
commonalities, there are other subtle components to keep in mind: 

Posture Quick Tips  
o Quick Tip #1: Avoid crossing your legs or arms in business environments abroad. 

These may be comfortable postures, but in most countries they indicate a “closed” or 
defensive approach, which is something you’ll want to avoid when building cross-
cultural bridges. 

o Quick Tip #2: If you’re worried or confused, try mirroring your colleagues. One easy 
way to ensure you’re not offending anyone with your body language is to subtly 
match the type of body language that similarly ranked employees are displaying.  

o Quick Tip #3: When traveling to Asia, do not sit until you are invited to do so by 
hosts or colleagues. There is often hierarchical/status protocol involved.  

o Quick Tip #4: In many countries, rural and urban populations may have different 
approaches to posture. For example, a student from a rural area of Africa may squat 
and scan a book by placing it on the floor. Likewise you might spot a wealthy person 
in Africa because they are unwilling to perform a task that requires bending down or 
taking a wide stance. 

o Quick Tip #5: There are frequently gender differences in acceptable postures. For 
example, a woman might be expected to cross her legs or ankles rather than sitting 
with feet flat on the floor. There can be connotations of sophistication or elegance in 
relation to how much space one takes up when sitting or standing. This may also 
apply to men, depending on where you are traveling.  

Sample Posture Faux pas from Abroad 
o In Japan and Nepal, sitting cross-legged in a meeting can indicate a lack of respect.  

o In Arab, Muslim, Hindu and Buddhist countries it’s considered insulting to show the soles of your feet 
to another person, since they’re the dirtiest part of the body. Even pointing or revealing the soles of your 
feet to a manager or colleague can be considered offensive.  

o In Turkey and South Korea, talking with one hand in your pocket is considered arrogant or dismissive.  

o In Asia and the Caribbean, keeping shoes on when entering a house is often considered a sign of 
disrespect. This even applies in some more traditional restaurants in Asia.   

Be A Keen Observer 
Observant travelers can often recognize cultural differences when assessing the posture 
of others, how they sit, walk, work, etc. Some cultures squat as a comfortable pose, 
others sit on the ground with crossed legs, while still others sit with straight legs extended 
or knees drawn up to the chest. Some even perform work while squatting or kneeling. 
There are often different rules for men and women, different ages or social status. 
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6 Appearance  
How your fashion, style and 
hygiene communicate 

How you dress has cultural significance! Attire reflects the general attitudes of society 
as a whole and is deeply entwined with culture and notions of propriety, respect and 
even religion. Depending on where you are, your hair and clothing can convey status, 
background, age, level of professionalism, personality and more. In short: Clothing is 
a language.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Workplace Dress by Region of the World 
o North America: Comparatively speaking, North America has a casual approach to 

workwear, opting for comfort and self-expression over formality in many workplaces. 
A formal suit-and-tie approach is still expected in industries such as law, finance and 
government, but many businesses, start-ups, research organizations, NGOs and 
more tend to opt for business casual or casualwear. Women can opt to wear makeup 
and some jewelry is common. A word of caution: Dress codes in North America are 
some of the most casual in the world and shouldn’t be seen as a global standard. If 
you normally dress casually at home, prepare to look more put together when 
traveling abroad.  

o Europe: Like all regions, there’s plenty of variety in terms of business wear. Over 
the past few years the standard has become slightly more casual, with formal suits 
and ties being worn in industries like government, business and finance, while other 
sectors opt for comfort and/or self-expression. A button-down shirt with slacks or a 
simple dress with a blazer, paired with closed-toe shoes, are always good options. 

o Asia: Asia is a vast continent, with many varied approaches to business attire. In 
China, for example, the norm is a full suit in a muted tone with closed-toe shoes,  
no jewelry (apart from a watch and wedding band). Women stick to natural makeup 
and suits with a skirt below the knee. In Russia, full suits are also the norm. India is 
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somewhat less formal. There, it’s common for businesspeople to wear simple slacks 
and a light-weight button-down shirt with a tie. In hotter months a short-sleeved shirt 
with no tie is common. Female travelers can consider wearing a sari.  

o Middle East (including North Africa): Business attire in wealthy oil states is 
always modest. A suit and tie or more traditional tunic-style costumes, usually worn 
only by locals. Women are expected to carry and wear a light headscarf in many 
areas. Sandals may be permitted.  

o Africa (South of the Sahel): Africans take cleanliness and presentation 
seriously. It’s always best to err on the side of formality as a symbol of respect in the 
workplace. Suits and ties for men, and modest dresses for women are the norm in 
professional places of business. Unlike some other regions, color and bright, 
beautiful patterns are often welcomed, especially in women’s dress. And there’s also 
a variation on the traditional, where a long-hemmed collarless shirt is worn with 
matching pants. Depending on the weather and context, sandals may also be worn. 
In the volunteer and charity sector, there is a slight shift towards casual, functional 
wear. Formal dress for Sunday religious services is the norm, even for low-income 
groups. Clean shoes and ironed clothes are standard for all classes. 

o Latin America: This is a continent with a flair for fashion, but a professional 
approach to workplace attire. Dress in business is conservative, but may include 
color, a splash of jewelry, or a patterned scarf. Women sometimes opt for a 
fashionable heel in the workplace and may wear slightly more makeup than some 
other regions.  

To Make a Good First Impression 
When arriving abroad, you can take time to immerse and adapt to culture, but you should 
always aim to make a good first impression with attire. Here are some general rules:   

o Predeparture research is your best friend: Check online, ask friends who have 
traveled to your destination country, and do some reading to ensure you understand 
the dress codes for public and workplace environments. Don’t assume your normal 
wardrobe will necessarily be acceptable.  

o Context matters: What you wear to a religious ceremony or a business meeting will 
vary from what you wear to the local market or restaurant. Be sure that you know 
what’s acceptable in every context.  

o Be conservative: Avoid showing skin or being overly casual. North America’s casual 
and expressive approach can be considered unseemly and can even cause offense. 
Women often adhere to stricter rules than men in terms of modesty. Remember that 
as a traveler, you are a guest abroad and it’s important to respect local customs, 
even if you may not always agree with them.  

o Shoes should be kept clean no matter the situation. Note that in some parts of the 
world shoes and feet are considered unclean and you may have to pay special 
attention to when and where you wear shoes, and where you put/point your feet. 
Never wear sandals at work, no matter how hot the climate, unless you’ve explicitly 
seen others of the same rank and gender doing so.  

o Perfume: Note that unlike the US & Canada, where perfume is practically banded 
because of allergy concerns, many cultures still enjoy perfume. Countries that love to 
spritz perfume include Turkey, Argentina, Nigeria, Spain, Russia, Thailand and 
Singapore. Many men wear strong cologne in Europe and Latin America, as well as 
the Middle East.  

Color is a Language!  
In North America, we use color freely and its meaning is interpreted casually. This isn’t 
always the case in other countries. For instance, red might mean “passion” or “power” to 
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a North American but can be associated with death in African nations. (Resource: See 
this excellent article for more.) 

Other Key Tips About Attire  
o Context is everything: Depending on the country (and industry) you’re working in, 

varying levels of personal expression will be expected. For instance, a fashion intern 
in Paris would be expected to appear with excellent tailoring and a flair for 
individuality, while someone working in a human rights organization in the same city 
would be more likely to dress in a less expressive way. As with all non-verbal 
communication, do your research and take your cues from those around you. 

o Women’s dress codes: As mentioned above, in some countries women must 
adhere to slightly stricter dress codes than men. In Latin America and Asia, it’s 
common for women to wear a skirt as part of a business suit, rather than pants. In 
Sudan, it’s considered offensive by some for a woman to wear trousers. Showing 
skin and wearing tight-fitting clothing, especially for females, is a cultural faux pas in 
many countries, including Morocco, India, Saudi Arabia and many others. Keep in 
mind that North America’s progressive views aren’t widely held, and as a traveler 
abroad it’s not your job to challenge or modify customs you might not fully agree with. 
Do your best to respect and adhere to the local ways. 

o Accessorizing: In most countries jewelry and accessories are used sparingly in 
professional situations. In Scandinavia, for example, wearing expensive jewelry may 
be considered flashy and somewhat frowned upon. However in India, colorful scarves 
and jewelry are a welcome accessory for women.  

o  Hygiene / cleanliness: Keep in mind that North Americans are obsessed with 
cleanliness, taking showers daily and washing hands frequently. In many countries 
access to clean and affordable water is less common for geographic or economic 
reasons, and standards vary. Deodorant is also not always available or commonly 
used. Some Western hygiene practices are also considered unusual or unclean, such 
as public nose blowing, or not washing your privates with water after using the 
bathroom. Whatever the norms, be respectful and open-minded. 

  

https://theanthrotorian.com/culture/2019/3/21/what-the-colors-you-wear-mean-in-different-countries
https://theanthrotorian.com/culture/2019/3/21/what-the-colors-you-wear-mean-in-different-countries
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7 Touch  

How physical touch is 
used or avoided 

This component relates closely to physical distance, and there’s plenty of 
variety from country to country. In North America a handshake is the 
most physical contact you’re likely to get in the workplace — or perhaps 
a pat on the back for a job well done. But did you know that in Arab 
cultures, it’s not uncommon for male business partners and friends to 
hold hands as a sign of solidarity? And in Latin American cultures, touch 
may be used in business settings to emphasize a point. In fact, one 
study of Brazilians showed that they touched an average of 4.7 times 
every 30 minutes! This is in stark contrast to North Americans, who 
would never touch during such meetings. In general, Latin and Arab 
countries tend to be more comfortable with casual physical touch, while 
Western and Asian nations prefer physical distance. 

 

 

Higher-contact  
Cultures 

Low-contact  
Cultures 

Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, France, Greece, India, Italy, 
Mexico, Romania, Spain, Turkey 

Australia, Canada, China, Finland, Germany, Ireland, 
Japan, New Zealand, Norway, South Africa, Sweden, 

Uganda, UK, USA 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact Restrictions 
In almost all the high-contact cultures, there are certain rules and restrictions. 
For instance, in no country is it acceptable to touch a stranger, 
unless it’s a handshake or cheek kiss upon meeting. In parts of the Middle 
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East, contact is common, but it comes with restrictions. For example, men 
may touch one another’s arms or shoulders, or even hold hands as a sign of 
friendship; but in those same countries such interactions with the opposite 
gender would be considered highly inappropriate. So, although technically 
these nations are high-contact, there are also strict governing rules. Always 
do your research. 

 

Affectionate Touching Between Close Friends and Family 
“Touch is crucial for creating and strengthening social bonds.” A recent study showed that 
affectionate, casual touching is more common in less conservative countries and among 
younger, female and liberal people. It also showed that warmer climates were more likely 
to be higher-contact cultures.  

 

Physical Contact Faux pas in the Workplace 
A rule of thumb (and a piece of common sense) is that touching should never invade 
anyone’s personal space; it should never be used as an instrument of power; and touching 
of a sexual nature is always inappropriate in the workplace. If you are particularly sensitive 
about personal space and you are traveling to a high-contact country, be prepared to stay 
slightly more open-minded, but it’s also okay to politely ask not to be touched if you are 
uncomfortable.  

 

Why You Should Master Touch and Distance 
Approaches to personal space and touch vary widely and violating any cultural rules can 
have serious negative consequences, even for a well-meaning traveler. Personal space 
is the most important barrier for a feeling of safety, and even unintentionally crossing it 
can make your hosts feel very uncomfortable. For instance, if you’re a “close talker” and 
you adopt this approach in a culture where close talking has connotations of aggression, 
you can unintentionally damage a relationship with a local. And, confusingly, leaving too 
much distance can be considered offensive in cultures where proximity indicates trust 
and friendship. For these reasons, research (both by reading and by directly asking those 
with experience of your host culture) is a crucial component of mastering issues of touch 
and distance abroad.  
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8 Paralanguage 

How non-speech sounds 
make meaning  

We use our voices for so much more than simple speech! Much is 
communicated through other types of vocalizations (think of laughing, 
screaming, whistling, etc.) Paralanguage incorporates everything 
vocal that isn’t language: tone, pitch, volume and the non-verbal 
sounds you make to express yourself. It is said to account for about 
70% of face-to-face communication.  

Speech Volume  

When it comes to volume, context matters in every culture. Being aware of your own 
speech volume tendencies — and of how interpretations vary across cultures — can 
help you avoid misunderstandings abroad. For example, in the UK, volume is used to 
convey anger, while Indian speakers use volume to command attention. There are 
some general volume tendencies in countries, which the table below (built from broad 
anecdotal evidence and some research studies) hints at: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Speech Volume Standards Around the World 

Louder 
China, Dominican Republic, Haiti, 

Iraq, Italy, Jamaica, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Romania, Spain, USA, Zimbabwe 

Middle 
Argentina, Australia, Canada, 

France, Mexico, New Zealand, 
Peru, Belgium 

Quieter 
Bulgaria, Denmark, Finland, 

Germany, Netherlands, Japan, Native 
Americans, Norway, Romania, UK 
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What Does Silence Mean Around the World?  
Silence can convey significant meaning and its interpretation varies greatly from 
culture to culture. This has been known to lead to cross-cultural confusion. A long 
pause in conversation, for example, can feel uncomfortable to some, while others 
simply interpret that the speaker is contemplating their answer. In Greece, silence 
indicates a refusal, while in Egypt it conveys consent. In China and India, staying 
silent is a sign of respect, while in Northern Europe and the US silence is often 
interpreted as a breakdown of communication.  

Fun Examples of Paralanguage from Around the World  
Much like with facial expressions, there is a baseline universal language of non-verbal 
emotion that is broadly recognized across many cultures. For instance, many human 
noises can be universally identified as positive or negative (e.g. laughter, crying, etc.) 
However, the more subtle interpretation (e.g. what type of sadness or what type of 
happiness) is interpreted differently. And, importantly, how and when cultures use these 
vocalizations also varies.  

In addition to these variations, there are fun unique instances of paralanguage within 
cultures. These are just a few:  

o In West Africa “Ahaa, ahaa” said in response to each sentence of a speaker means 
“I’m listening! I hear you.” 

o In parts of Africa it’s not uncommon to hiss (“tsssss”) to get someone’s attention in a 
crowded public space since the sound carries so well, but only use it to get the 
attention of a waiter or a street vendor, it is not used with friends. 

o In Japan, there are paralanguage differences between genders. Women tend to 
speak with an artificially high-pitched voice, especially in the workplace. This is part 
of a traditional gender deference dynamic, but studies show that this trend is slowly 
changing and women’s voices are lowering.  

o English-speakers around the world use placeholders like “uh” or “um” to cover 
space or take a pause. Russians similarly use “vot” to accomplish the same goal, 
while Arabic speakers use the interjection “yahni.”  

o In English-speaking countries, “uh-huh” is used to signify that you are listening or 
casually confirming what a speaker is saying. In Japan, listeners use the words 
“aizuchi” and “hai” interchangeably to mean the same. 

o In West Africa and amongst much of the Black diaspora the suck-teeth (known 
as “le tchip” in France) is common. This is a gesture of drawing air through the teeth 
to make a loud clicking sound and it’s used as a sign of disapproval or disgust. 
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Mastering Non-verbal Communication 
is Tough, but Rewarding   
Staying flexible with your non-verbal 
communication takes concentration.  

While verbal communication is always a conscious activity, non-verbal communication can be 
unconscious. Your cultural patterns of non-verbal communication are so ingrained, that you 
might make a gesture or facial expression without even noticing. This can make managing 
your non-verbal communication tough — all the more reason to start self-assessing as soon 
as possible. 

Keep in mind that non-verbal communication varies between cultures and populations, 
even within the same country or region. Rural and urban, rich and poor, male and female: 
each unique identifier can impact non-verbal communication.  

Top 3 Takeaways About  
Non-verbal Communication  
Recognizing the complexities of non-
verbal communication around the world 
will improve your professional 
relationships and make you more 
successful in an increasingly globalized, 
multi-cultural working world. 

1) Do your research! Always research non-verbal 
communication in your destination country before 
traveling. Check out any specific guidance regarding 
gestures, eye contact, proximity, attire and more. 
Preparation is your best friend when it comes to mastering 
and understanding non-verbal cues. Consider making a list 
of differences in your host country before you travel.  

2) Stay neutral. Manage your non-verbal cues until you’ve 
spent at least a week or two immersed in your host culture. 
Don’t make bold gestures, speak loudly, stand too close or 
wear anything bold or revealing. 

3) Your goal? Be flexible! Start by recognizing and 
checking your own (sometimes unconscious) non-verbal 
communication. Then aim to adapt abroad. For North 
Americans, this rule can be especially important to 
remember when it comes to personal space. Since North 
Americans tend to value personal distance, it’s possible to 
feel overwhelmed by the closeness of strangers in densely 
populated countries. Recognize that although certain non-
verbal norms abroad may initially feel confusing or even 
uncomfortable, most North Americans are able to adapt 
after some exposure. Allow yourself time to adjust.   
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Top Research Questions for 
Non-verbal Communication  
Before traveling abroad, research! 

Workplace norms vary from country to country, and by researching in advance, you’ll prevent 
unnecessary cultural missteps and be prepared to adapt more smoothly. No matter how much 
research you do, it will still be important to remain observant after you arrive, but the following 
questions can give you a solid foundation: 

1. Gestures: What gestures are used for everyday greetings? 
2. Eye Contact: Is eye contact essential or restricted in the workplace? 
3. Physical Distance: What is the acceptable physical distance between acquaintances and colleagues? 
4. Facial Expressions: Is this culture more or less expressive than your own? 
5. Posture: Are there any taboos about how you hold yourself, sit or move? 
6. Appearance: What is considered appropriate dress for the workplace and public? 
7. Touch: Is this a high-contact or low-contact culture?  
8. Paralanguage: Are there any notable non-speech sounds that are commonly used? 

Top Videos to Inspire You 
Got a minute to get inspired? 

We chose a small selection out of the many thousands of available videos to give you a 
glimpse into the rich world of non-verbal communication. Because sometimes the easiest 
way to understand is to see! These are some of our favorite quick looks at the quirks and 
complexities of non-verbal communication. Enjoy and use them as a jumping off point to 
start further exploration: 

start further exploration: 

How to Count on Your Fingers: US vs. Germany (2 min)  
How can counting be different from country to country?   

When & How to Bow in Korea (3 min)  
A simple, yet fun journey through the many forms of Korean bow. 

Are Indians Aware Of the Indian Head Bobble? (10 min)  
A delightful look at the complexities of this unique gesture used by  
over a billion people in south Asia.  

Italian Gestures (5 min)  
Latin cultures are some of the most expressive hand talkers! 

The Language of Respect in Japan (6 min)  
An expertly crafted look at Japanese culture and systems of deference,  
respect and hierarchy.  

10 Interesting Ghanaian Hand Gestures (14 min)  
Want to explore how one vibrant culture uses hand gestures?  
Discover expressive Ghana! 

TED TALK: Your body language may shape who you are (21 min)  
Social psychologist Amy Cuddy discusses the value of “power posing”. 

  

https://youtu.be/Jfmzm_qKzd0
https://youtu.be/jJLrEzpzpYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iEZ-Ltyf7UU
https://youtu.be/Xd3OK5X5GpQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z3W7waKeMk0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zo-ch9x5ros
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zo-ch9x5ros
https://www.ted.com/talks/amy_cuddy_your_body_language_may_shape_who_you_are
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A Last Word 
We hope this article has made you 
recognize of the power of non-verbal 
communication around the world.  
Simply being aware of the eight components will make you a better cross-
cultural observer, increase self-awareness and improve your chances of 
success abroad. Plus, you will derive great pleasure form being attuned to 
the delights and rich subtleties of cultures from around the globe. 

Good luck and enjoy your travels!  
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